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Executive Summary
We are pleased to share Marguerite Casey Foundation’s latest impact assessment report. This report on our
work and that of grantees in 2015 reflects our commitment to tracking progress over time and being transparent
with the results. We are nurturing a national family-led movement for change, and each year is an opportunity
to build infrastructure and realize impact. We employ multiple strategies, from grantmaking to building networks
to using communications to tell the stories of families, along with recognizing young leaders and efforts to bring
together Black and Brown communities. Here are some of the key findings from the report and their implications
for our work going forward.

2015 GRANTEE ACTIVITIES AND OUTCOMES
As a general support funder, and one that does not
accept unsolicited proposals, selecting the right partners
to advance our mission is critical. The 2015 active
grantees (N = 160) were primarily long-term partners
working at the regional or local level in 13 states. Almost
one-half of our grantees had annual revenues of less
than $1 million. Their constituencies were primarily
urban communities of color. The primary geography
of constituents may be a topic for us to examine. If, as
recent research has shown, poverty is growing fastest in
the suburbs, should we be looking for more partners who
primarily work with low-income suburban families?
The impact assessment report offers evidence, both
qualitative and quantitative, of progress made in 2015
on five indicators of movement building. Takeaways
regarding each of these indicators is as follows.

Organizational Capacity
Grantees built capacity foremost by
increasing collaboration with other
organizations. This is in line with our
goal to build the infrastructure for a
movement, which would consist of strong organizations
working together. Financially, our grantees may be
grassroots organizations with smaller budgets, but more
than one-half had a surplus in 2015 and almost all had
cash on hand to cover at least two months of expenses.
One concern is that only 27 percent had a written
executive succession and transition plan, and only 38
percent had a written board succession and transition
plan. We want to encourage organizations to invest the
time and effort in this vital planning for their future. In terms
of sharing their work, we found that groups had an online
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presence, but that in-person connections and events
remained critical. Finally, we found that while grantees
were collecting data on their work, it was not clear how
effective they were in analyzing or using these data. We
may need to explore further how to best support grantees
to evaluate their effectiveness and share the results.

Leadership Development
This relatively small set of
organizations nevertheless had
broad reach and trained over 62,000
individuals to be leaders in their
communities, with approximately 33,000 core leaders.
Groups worked to build multigenerational leadership by
providing education about issues, but also by developing
skills in community organizing and policy advocacy.
Ultimately, these leaders joined other trained leaders to
employ their skills to advance the family-led movement
for change by speaking out and telling their stories to
policymakers, educating others, and organizing and
mobilizing communities for action. We want to continue
to learn more about grassroots leadership development
and lift examples of effective programs.

Family Engagement
Beyond developing multigenerational
leadership, grantees engaged families
in several ways. Grantees reported
that they educated more than 25
million people on issues that affect them. They mobilized
approximately 800,000 people to participate in public
actions, events or meetings. More than one-half of our
grantees undertook nonpartisan voter engagement
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activities in 2015. These included training volunteers to
do year-round civic engagement work – over 14,000
individuals were trained. Grantees reported registering
over 70,000 new voters. We found that our grantees
demonstrated both broad and deep engagement with
families, and an area we want to explore further is
what this continuum looks like and whether (and if so,
how) mobilization results in deeper
engagement.

Network Development
Groups came together across issues
as our 13 Equal Voice networks in
nine states, and one national network of Native-led
organizations. They were also partners in other efforts
on the ground. More than two-thirds of grantees were
lead organizations of a coalition or network. Collaborative
efforts ranged from local, short-term coalitions to longerterm state and national networks. Grantees exchanged
information, engaged constituencies together, held
actions together, shared analysis, and pursued campaigns
together. These partnerships across issues, race and
ethnicity, regions and egos, represent the connective
tissue or infrastructure that supports and will sustain the
movement.

Policy Impact
Most grantees were engaged in policy
advocacy work, and most of that
work was at the state and city levels.
This reflects both the importance of policy change as
an indicator of movement building and our commitment
to building a movement from the ground up. Grantees
reported playing a leadership role in achieving over 150
policy wins in 2015. The policy wins were across a broad
range of issues. These victories were often the result of
years of work, educating and engaging families, who
were empowered to organize and advocate on their own
behalf. The grassroots leaders developed, the individuals
trained to do nonpartisan voter engagement work, and
the hundreds of thousands of families who voiced their
opinions publically, all made it possible for grantees and
networks to advance movement building through these
policy wins. Looking at the policy wins overall provides a
view of shifting societal priorities as well as the impact of
multi-issue grassroots organizing and advocacy.

Contrary to the narrative that grassroots advocacy is
about increased government spending, most of the wins
reported did not require government revenue. The primary
areas in which public spending was sought were child
care, health care and public education. Otherwise, policy
changes were about expanding opportunities, protecting
civil and worker rights, and raising wages, all of which
were aimed at lifting families out of poverty without having
a negative impact on government budgets. For example,
several policy change efforts were about providing
opportunities for ex-offenders to find employment and
housing. Much of this progress was made in the South,
particularly in Alabama and Georgia. Immigration reform,
while stalled at the federal level, made strides at the local
and state levels with resolutions supporting immigrants,
networks coming together to block anti-immigrant
legislation in Texas, and in California and Illinois, programs
to provide immigrant integration services.
Several jurisdictions raised their minimum wages in 2015.
Wage theft and other worker protection policies were
passed at the city and state levels across the country.
Progress was made in eliminating the school-to-prison
pipeline, and in access to higher education in California.
There were few changes reported in health care, apart
from expanded coverage for low-income families and
children in Arkansas and California.
These policy wins clearly demonstrate the value
of supporting organizing and advocacy. How they
contribute to movement building will be assessed in how
communities and organizations sustain positive change
or continue to block negative efforts, and ultimately how
these policies impact the lives of families.
Just as the 2015 policy wins would not have been
possible without the efforts of our grantees and their
constituents, this report would not have been possible
without our grantees’ participation in a detailed survey
about their work. We greatly appreciate their sharing of
information so that we can learn about their experience.
We present this report in recognition of their work and
are proud to partner with them to nurture a movement
that gives visibility and voice to low-income families.
Our next impact assessment report will look at trends
over time in movement building with longitudinal data,
including grantee surveys dating back to 2008.
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Introduction
Marguerite Casey Foundation is dedicated
to nurturing a movement led by poor families
advocating for sustained policy change to
improve the lives of all families. We provide
multiyear general support to national
organizations and cornerstone organizations
in four regions of the country.

OUR GRANTMAKING REGIONS

MIDWEST

WEST

We encourage collaboration across issues,
regions, race and ethnicity, and egos, and
provide support for network weavers to build
Equal Voice networks to develop collective
agendas for organizing and advocacy. On
equal footing with our grantmaking, we deploy
strategic communications to advance issues
and the work of grantees, and elevate the voices
of poor families and communities to change the
narrative on poverty.
Our mission is clear and our commitment
unwavering. Marguerite Casey Foundation is
investing in the infrastructure to support a family-led
movement. We are in this work for the long haul.
Every year represents a step – the organizations
strengthened, grassroots leaders trained, advocacy
campaigns waged and families engaged – towards
building what we call a “road of hope.” This report
communicates our activities and progress in 2015
towards building this road in partnership with
grantees and families.

SOUTH

SOUTHWEST

In addition to our general grantmaking, in November
2015 we awarded 24 one-time 12-month grants
totaling $3,050,000 to organizations and networks
to support nonpartisan voter engagement efforts.
Integrated voter engagement strives to engage
communities to participate not only in elections,
but in organizing and advocacy efforts between
elections as well. It is about educating communities
and engaging individuals to participate in the
processes of democracy and creating a culture
of inclusion so that everyone has the opportunity
to be a part of public life. Building grassroots
power is essential for achieving our mission so we
invest in organizations that engage and empower
communities year-round.

FACTS AT A GLANCE FOR GRANTS APPROVED IN 2015

94

general grants
approved
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$273,457
average grant
amount

30

months = average
grant length
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83%

of grants were for
renewed support

70 grants closed in 2015.
90% of the closed grants met or exceeded their objectives.
NET ASSETS & EXPENSES

Net Assets

Grants and
Charitable
Expenses

$698.2M

$714.8M

$683.1M

$ 574.6 M

$619.2M

$28.3M

$28.3M

$29.3M

$30.3M

$33.8M

2011		
2011

2012		
2012

2013		
2013

2014		
2014

2015
2015

2015 Communications Activities
Communication is an integral part of the Foundation’s
strategy. We believe in the power of story and the
power of lifting the voices of those who experience
poverty and who know best what the solutions are.
We employed several communication mediums in
2015. Our primary communication tool is Equal Voice
News, an online newspaper created in 2010. We
published two compendiums of Equal Voice News
stories (in Spanish as well as English) in 2015 in
the form of a print magazine. We used social media
to engage with grantees and discuss issues of
importance to poor families. Our website and monthly
newsletter also featured stories from our grantees as
well as news and information about the Foundation.

Equal Voice News
Readers = 85,551
Pages read = 522,391

Equal Voice Magazine
Over 5,000 copies
distributed (in English and
Spanish)

Foundation Website
Unique visitors = 56,462
Page views = 186,808

Social Media
(as of December 31, 2015)

4,500+ Facebook fans
5,298 @CaseyGrants
Twitter followers

2015 Grantee Activities and Outcomes
The main source of aggregate data on grantee activities and outcomes is a survey, distributed to all general grantees
active throughout the year (N = 160). There were 145 surveys completed for a response rate of 91 percent.
Some of the characteristics of the grantees are presented below. We asked organizations to describe the
demographics of the constituencies who directly benefit from their work. Primary refers to any category where the
proportion reported is 50 percent or more.

CHARACTERISTICS OF 2015 ACTIVE GRANTEES
Grantmaking region

Length of relationship

Annual organizational revenues

17%

National

11%

49%

More than 10 years

26%

6 - 10 years

25%

0 - 5 years

58%

$1M+

21%

$500,000 - $999,999

21%

< $500,000

Midwest

23%
West

26%
South

23%

Southwest

Primary geography of constituents

Primary race/ethnicity of constituents
Latino

71%

35%

African-American or Black
No Primary

27%
20%

American Indian or Alaska Native 7%

18%
Urban

7%

Rural No Primary
Geography

3%

2%

Suburban

Not
Applicable

White 6%
Asian, Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 3%
Not Applicable 2%

We assess the collective progress of our grantees on indicators we think are critical to building a family-led movement.
Those indicators are:

Organizational
capacity

Leadership
development

Family
engagement

Network
development

Organizations have the
skills, knowledge and
resources to achieve
their missions, including
staffing, financial resources,
communications, technology
and governance.

Families are provided
with education and
training to empower them
to speak out and take
action, be recognized
as spokespeople in
their communities and
educate others.

Families define issue
priorities and are
actively involved in
policy and campaign
work.

Organizations sustain
ongoing relationships
with families and other
groups to build power,
and align efforts as
Equal Voice networks
to bring about change.
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Policy impact
Policy reforms (passing
or blocking as well
as preventing cuts or
changes) are achieved at
all levels (local, state and
national) that improve the
economic and social wellbeing of families.

Organizational Capacity
Marguerite Casey Foundation provides general
operating support because we believe it helps
grantees build organizational capacity and
effectiveness.

How grantees built organizational
capacity

Succession planning is widely regarded as a proxy
for overall organizational governance:
•

27% of grantees have a written executive
succession and transition plan.

•

38% of grantees have a written board
succession and transition plan.

82%

Prudent financial management includes staying
within budget and maintaining an operating reserve:

increased collaboration with other organizations

•

55% of grantees ended their 2015 fiscal year
with a surplus.

•

86% of grantees had cash on hand to cover 2 or
more months of expenses.

78%
trained or developed staff

76%
increased the visibility of the organization

75%
expanded program and/or policy work

63%
conducted strategic/organizational planning

57%
diversified funding sources

56%
improved technology and information systems

49%
improved financial operations and management

44%
conducted board training or development

28%
expanded or improved office space/facilities
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Grantees demonstrate that having a strong
communication capacity is essential in reaching their
communities and achieving their goals. They used
communications to:
•

Share news articles, release issue area briefs
and reports, and reframe the narratives in
media—all with the goal of contributing to public
education about issues that affect low-income
families.

•

Engage new and current stakeholders to tell
their own stories, join campaigns through calls to
action, and participate in polls or conversations
about needs in their community.

•

Manage the organizational brand and share
successes, lessons learned, and progress
towards goals.

•

Support fundraising goals by reaching both
individual donors and major funders.

Grantees rated a mix of online and offline
communication tools and activities as very
important for sharing their work:
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88%

87%

In-person events

Email

81%

67%

63%

Facebook

Print
materials

Website

Without access to data, organizations can
struggle to understand the complex issues facing
our communities. Marguerite Casey Foundation
grantees understand the benefits of collecting
quality data to not only demonstrate organizational
impact but also to inform their strategies and tactics.
Grantees collect data that include:
•

The number of individuals engaged by their
organization and how active individuals are in
their organization’s work.

•

The demographics of the population engaged,
including race/ethnicity, geography, gender, age,
legal status, and income to ensure programs
and services are equally effective across
populations.

•

The effectiveness of programming and the
satisfaction felt by community members about
the work of the organization.

•

Progress towards policy goals, local and
statewide policy wins, relationships amongst
allies, and networks of policy advocates.

•

Analytics of communications work including
shifts in public dialogue around issues and clickthrough rates on emails and newsletters.
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We asked grantees about the impact of the
Foundation’s support on their organization’s capacity
and effectiveness in 2015. Here is what we heard:
•

•

Access to unrestricted funding has decreased
for most grantees, making general support
grants from Marguerite Casey Foundation
especially helpful in maintaining financial
stability. The support provided by the Foundation
provided grantees financial stability to
make smart decisions about their financial
management.
Grantees added staff across departments,
hiring fundraisers, communications staff,
trainers, outreach coordinators, attorneys, and
researchers. Additionally, grantees provided
staff with coaching and training opportunities to
improve effectiveness.

•

Collaborating with other grantees, both through
Equal Voice networks and other networks,
increased the power of individual grantee voices.
Through coalition building grantees brought
together hundreds of organizations to advocate
for policy reforms.

•

Organizations expanded community building
and engagement strategies, deepening their
connections to communities. They increased
outreach to their supporters and donors at
the same time they increased visibility of their
organization through communications.

•

Grantees made strategic decisions about how to
expand their programmatic work. Some grantees
chose to tackle new issue areas based on
emerging challenges for families, while others
chose to organize in new communities. Longterm support gave many grantees the resources
to undergo strategic planning conversations with
their staffs and boards.

Marguerite Casey Foundation 2015 Impact Assessment Report
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Leadership Development
The development of authentic leadership in
communities is an important component in
movement building. We fund organizations that build
a base of grassroots leadership in many ways, from
formal leadership development programs that take
place over several months to a year, to informal,
one-time community meetings to introduce families
to the principles of leadership in their communities.
Some organizations focus on developing parent
leaders while others work directly with young people
to empower them to take on leadership roles.

How grantees developed leaders in
their communities

89%

provided issue education

80%

developed skills in community organizing

80%

developed skills in policy advocacy

73%

involved community members as members
of the board or an advisory board

72%

provided mentoring by more experienced
leaders

72%

involved community members in
organizational planning

“UCCRO directly develops the skills
and capacities of low-income youth and
families through our training and leadership
development work. They are trained to identify
community problems and develop their own
policy solutions. They analyze policy issues
and develop our policy agenda, messages and
strategies. And they are provided hands-on
training and in-the-field advocacy experience.”
UNITED CONGRESS OF COMMUNITY AND RELIGIOUS
ORGANIZATIONS, CHICAGO, IL

“We mobilize communities to take an active
part in developing their quality of life – and by
connecting them with tangible actions to do
so. Through community events, conversations,
working group meetings and trainings, we
develop a political analysis of the struggles
facing our communities. As members develop,

Over 62,000 individuals participated in
leadership training and approximately 33,000
core leaders (people who regularly participate in

we help connect them with leadership

planning meetings, committees and task forces, public

organization’s priorities.”

events, are board members, etc.) were developed.

SOUTHWEST ORGANIZING PROJECT, ALBUQUERQUE, NM
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opportunities to expand their responsibility
in creating change and in developing the
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Family Engagement
Families are the focus of the work of Marguerite
Casey Foundation. Because we believe the
success of a child depends on the success of
the child’s parents, we support the success of
parents and all family members, and place families
at the center of social change efforts. We fund
organizations that have a genuine relationship
with families and that work to build the capacity of
families to act on their own behalf. Our grantees
promote the leadership and engagement of
families across issues, geographies and cultures
to bring about much-needed change.
“CCAEJ has worked with families, community

Community or constituent engagement varies in
breadth and depth, starting with issue education.

Grantees educated over 25 million people
in 2015 on issues that affect them. Seven
organizations, mainly national groups, provided
issue education to 22 million of these individuals.
For example, State Voices, a National grantee with
a large network in 20 states, educated over eight
million individuals across the country in 2015.

Grantees rated the importance to their
organization of several tools or tactics for
engagement of low-income families:

residents and youth over the past 35 years.

The following rated as
very important

The approach we use is multi-generational
organizing. This means that our organizing
endeavors brings adults, elder adults, youth
and young children together to learn, share
and work on local campaigns. We have
opportunities for both the families and youth
to engage in advocacy through our civic
engagement work. Through our engagement

92%

73%

64%

in-person
events

phone calls/
phone banks

Facebook

the elderly parent is less isolated, more
socially connected and feel they still have
a role to play in helping their community to
improve, the young parents are engaged
because they want a better life for their
children, and the children are engaged
because the parents and grandparents are
attending to people’s needs and look to the
well-being of all.”
CENTER FOR COMMUNITY ACTION AND
ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE, JURUPA VALLEY, CA

Marguerite Casey Foundation 2015 Impact Assessment Report
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56% of grantees undertook nonpartisan
voter engagement activities
These nonpartisan voter engagement
activities included:

In addition to educating individuals and providing
leadership training, grantees mobilized

approximately 800,000 people at public
actions, events, or meetings in 2015.
“Our youth and families meet with legislators
to discuss issues faced by farmworkers,

93%

67%

65%

educated
voters

mobilized
voters

registered
voters

Resulting in:

undocumented immigrants, and other
families in poverty, and have participated in

14,166 individuals trained in voter

different campaigns at the state legislature

engagement practices

and at Congress. They are a large part of

667,529 indirect nonpartisan voter

our participation in protest activities and our
advocacy marches. We have seen over the

engagement contacts

years how our encouraging their engagement

356,348 direct nonpartisan voter

in all these activities is golden in their

engagement contacts

personal growth and enhanced self-esteem

71,475 new voters registered

and assertiveness building. We include the
parents in all activities the youth are involved
in, causing the parents to move out of their
comfort zone, and teaching the parents how

“By partnering with grassroots organizations

to teach their children.”

to increase the number of low-income people
and people of color who vote and become

FARMWORKERS SELF-HELP, DADE CITY, FL

Over one-half (54 percent) of organizations were
membership-based and collectively worked with
approximately 800,000 individual members. In our
next annual report, we will explore more deeply
what membership means for our grantees, and what
characteristics define membership.
In addition to building the capacity of families to lead
change in their communities, many of our grantees
focused on educating and engaging families to
participate effectively in the democratic process.
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engaged in U.S. democracy, [we] build power
that will help low-income families advocate
for themselves and develop the leadership,
relationships, networks and capacity to
support a long-term movement against
poverty. Our efforts are designed to ensure that
marginalized communities – all too frequently
disregarded by candidates and elected officials
– are recognized as constituencies to which
candidates must listen and respond.”
CENTER FOR COMMUNITY CHANGE, WASHINGTON, DC
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Network Development
Since our inception, we have sought out
organizations that work collaboratively with partners
across the barriers of issues, race/ethnicities,
regions and egos to effect social change. In 2015, 69
percent of our grantees were lead organizations of a
coalition or network. Beyond leading or participating
in a number of local, state and national coalitions
and networks, our grantees worked together to
build Equal Voice networks. Equal Voice networks
are collections of grantees who commit to putting
aside individual agendas to develop common goals
and strategies to achieve change. The networks
are facilitated by “network weavers” whose salary
is provided by the Foundation, but who report to
the network itself. We started building Equal Voice
networks in two sub-regions in 2005 (Rio Grande
Valley and the Mississippi Delta). By 2015, there

were 13 Equal Voice networks in nine states,
and one national network of Native-led
organizations. We brought the network weavers
from each of the networks together for a two-day
convening in 2015 to foster peer learning and
collaboration across regions.

How grantees collaborated with other
organizations
99%
exchanged information

92%
collaborated as members of coalition/networks

91%
held public actions/events together

86%
pursued funding opportunities together

86%
shared analysis/research

86%
engaged constituencies together

82%
pursued campaigns together

81%
trained together
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Policy Impact
We ask grantees in their grant proposals and
reports to describe the most important policy wins
in which their organization played a leadership role
in achieving, including the length of the campaign,
level of decision-maker, relevant legislation, and
partners. Grantees reported achieving over 150
policy victories in 2015. These victories included
policies passed and harmful policies blocked or
reversed due to the organizing and advocacy efforts
of our grantees and their partners and low-income
constituents. They are building blocks for change
that have a tangible positive impact on the lives of
families across the country.

Our approach to public policy is to support the policy
advocacy efforts of our grantees and to leverage the
resources of the Foundation to raise awareness of
policy issues that affect low-income families. We do
not make specific policy grants; instead, through our
general support grants, grantees have the flexibility
to prioritize policy issues and strategies.

In 2015, 89 percent of grantees reported
conducting advocacy work. These
grantees organized and advocated
across issues at multiple levels of
government decision-making:
92% State
84% City
62% County/Parish

The following table presents the wins by issue

57% Federal

and then region, using the issues that low-

48% School District

income families have told us are integral to
their social and economic well-being.

9% Tribal

14
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2015 Policy Wins

SOUTH

MIDWEST

CHILD CARE
Restored portion of child care funding in Illinois state budget.

Maintained level funding for Alabama’s Department of Human Resources budget for the 2015-2016
fiscal year.
Won changes in the Alabama Child Care and Development Block Grant regulations that will limit the
use of federal funds for exempt child care facilities.

MIDWEST

CRIMINAL JUSTICE REFORM
Implemented a re-entry project through Chicago and Cook County Housing Authorities that allows
select ex-offenders to access public housing.
Defeated joint resolution by Rockingham County Board of Supervisors and Harrisonburg City Council to
build a new Rockingham Regional jail in Virginia.
Secured the removal of questions regarding an applicant’s criminal history from Albany (GA) city
employment applications.

SOUTH

Secured the removal of questions regarding an applicant’s criminal history from Savannah (GA) city
employment applications.
Secured the removal of questions regarding an applicant’s criminal history from Georgia’s state employment
applications.
Won passage of a bill that amends previous laws requiring detention of children and youth in Florida in adult
facilities and instead allows them to be housed in a juvenile facility.
Secured passage of Ordinance Calendar No. 30,680, establishing the Youth Study Center as the
appropriate facility for the pre-trial detention of all children charged as adults in New Orleans.
Won passage of SB 67, which allows for formerly incarcerated people in Alabama to be able to access state
benefits, reclassifies low-level offenses for shorter sentences, removes unfair sentencing from several drug
policies, and supports currently incarcerated people seeking more reasonable parole options.
Lifted the permanent ban on eligibility for Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) and Temporary
Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) benefits for people convicted of felony drug offenses in Alabama.

Marguerite Casey Foundation 2015 Impact Assessment Report
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SOUTHWEST

Policy Wins (cont’d)

Secured passage of a policy in Arizona that restores voting and employment rights for
ex-offenders and supports re-entry and re-integration for ex-offenders.

WEST

Compelled the Alameda Board of Supervisors to allocate 50 percent of the public safety realignment
funds towards community-based re-entry programs and services.
Established a Proposition 47 County Task Force to ensure successful implementation of the law in Los
Angeles County.
Revised the Alameda County’s Proposition 47 reclassification filing form to reduce application barriers
and secured an administrative adjustment to make the process more accessible to immigrants.
Won passage of AB 953 to address racial and identity profiling by law enforcement in California.
Achieved passage of SB 651 and HB 124 to allow individuals to expunge convictions of acts that are
no longer a crime in Maryland—specifically targeting possession of marijuana under 10 grams.

NATIONAL

Secured passage of SB 718 and JH B589 that require the Maryland Governor’s Office of Crime
Control and Prevention to report the Juvenile Charged as Adult Population Forecast to the Governor
and General Assembly annually.
Achieved passage of the Maryland Second Chance Act of 2015, which makes certain nonviolent
misdemeanor convictions eligible for shielding.
Secured the end of Onondaga County’s (NY) practice of sending 16 and 17 year olds from county jail
to Jamesville Correctional Facility for minor offenses.
Secured the passage of an executive order to reduce employment discrimination against formerly
incarcerated people applying for federal government jobs.
Attained the removal of questions regarding an applicant’s criminal history from federal employment
applications.
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Policy Wins (cont’d)

EDUCATION

MIDWEST

Secured crucial investment in Chicago Public Schools to improve the quality of education
including $3.5 million in construction of mobile units to relieve overcrowding and over $1 million in
renovations.
Secured Illinois law that dramatically limits the use of exclusionary discipline at all publicly funded
schools including eliminating “zero-tolerance” policies, eliminating the use of fines and fees as a
disciplinary measure, and ensuring that traditional public schools and charter schools are held to the
same standards of school discipline.
Won the restoration of funding for the statewide Illinois Parent Mentor Program.
Won restoration of funding for Illinois statewide afterschool program Teen Responsibility, Education,
Achievement, Caring and Hope (Teen REACH).
Defeated a push for school consolidation of several majority, African-American, high-poverty schools
in under-performing Mississippi school districts.
Defeated charter school legislation that would have allowed open enrollment within Mississippi
counties for charter schools with state and local funding following the student.
Defeated HB 471 to change the Mississippi Adequate Education Program (MAEP) formula to use
average daily membership rather than attendance in its calculation.

SOUTH

Defeated Opportunity School District state amendment that would have given Georgia the ability to
take control of failing schools and institute broad changes.
Established an inclusive district wide P-16 Council in Mississippi charged with creating a 5-10 year
“healthy schools and healthy communities” comprehensive plan.
Increased funding for Arkansas Pre-K for the first time since 2008 through Act 807.
Attained passage of Act 248 in Louisiana, which ended suspensions for students in grades Pre-K
through five for uniform violations.
Won passage of HCR 64 creating the Education in Alternative Settings Study Commission in
Louisiana, which will convene a group of key stakeholders to make recommendations for improving
education in juvenile justice system custody and during transitions back into the community.

SOUTHWEST

Reduced underfunding of the MAEP from $200 million to $20 million.
Defeated Texas “tracking” education policy.
Advocated increased appropriation from Tucson Unified School District to keep five schools from
losing their magnet school status.

Marguerite Casey Foundation 2015 Impact Assessment Report
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Policy Wins (cont’d)

SOUTHWEST

Secured passage of a countywide bond to build a high school in Somerton, Arizona.
Attained passage of resolutions in Phoenix and Tucson so that high schools can work with
community organizations on civic engagement.
Attained passage of legislation to fix a glitch in the Arizona Tuition Waiver Pilot Program for former
foster youth, allowing more foster youth alumni to qualify for a tuition waiver up to age 23.
Prevented the closure of Beall School in EL Paso, Texas.
Secured the permanent dissolution of the Home Rule Commission, protecting Dallas Independent
School District against a harmful charter change in Texas.
Achieved passage of a diversity statement entitled “Vision of Highly Effective and Diverse Teacher
Workforce” by the San Diego Unified School District’s Board of Trustees.
Achieved passage of a resolution “In Support of the Achievement and Success of all African-American
Students in the San Francisco Unified School District” that mandates an increase in resources for
African-American student achievement.
Secured passage of AB 770, which states that in order for California community colleges to receive
grants they need to demonstrate that they will increase the relevance of the courses of study.

WEST

Attained passage of the Equity in A-G Resolution to renew the Los Angeles Unified School District’s
commitment to continued access to the college course requirements for all students and mandates all
students be required to take college prep classes and pass with a “C or better.”
Won additional appropriations for San Bernardino Unified School District investment in parent
engagement and African-American student achievement.
Won the elimination of suspensions and expulsions for willful defiance and use of involuntary transfers
in high schools in Oakland Unified School District.
Won the allocation of $60 million in the California state budget to develop the Basic Skills and Student
Outcomes Transformation Program, creating a framework for colleges to redesign their remedial
education course offerings with a focus on improving student success rates.
Increased the Cal Grant B Access Award for California’s lowest income students and increased the
number of Competitive Cal Grants for community college and nontraditional students by more than
3,000 awards.

NATIONAL

Secured passage of SB 750 to address technical problems regarding the lack of test scores for longterm English language learners in California.
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Secured changes to the Pittsburgh Public Schools Code of Student Conduct to reduce out-of-school
and long-term suspensions, provide for formal hearings before suspensions are given, and add critical
communications with parents in their own language.
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Policy Wins (cont’d)

SOUTHWEST

ELDER CARE

Reauthorized Arizona SB 1346 to provide grandparents approved for custody $75 per month per child.

MIDWEST

EMPLOYMENT/JOB TRAINING
Attained passage of HB 690 to add new protections for workers in Illinois including: not charging
workers for background checks, drug tests, and credit checks; notifying workers on the types of
equipment and training needed to perform the job; and requiring transportation back from a job site if
transportation was provided to the job site.
Won a $13 per hour minimum wage for Chicago that includes domestic workers and modest raises for
tipped workers.
Defeated Florida’s fourth statewide Wage Theft Local Ordinance pre-emption legislation.
Won passage of a bill to require all contractors and suppliers working with the city of New Orleans to
pay at least $10.50 per hour and provide at least seven days of paid sick leave for their employees.

SOUTH

Secured passage of an ordinance in New Orleans that requires contractors on city jobs to hire more
local workers and apprentices.
Secured passage of resolutions in 24 Appalachian government entities calling for major federal
investment to revive the region’s economy.
Won passage of Amendment 3 to amend the Davidson County Charter to include local hire provisions
requiring the hiring of low-income Davidson County residents in Tennessee.
Raised the minimum wage to $10.10 per hour over three years in Lexington, Kentucky.

SOUTHWEST

Won a minimum wage increase to $10.50 per hour in Birmingham, Alabama.
Adopted a wage theft ordinance within El Paso.
Increased the minimum wage in El Paso County to $10 per hour.
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Policy Wins (cont’d)

Adopted a $15 per hour minimum wage for all workers in the city of Los Angeles enforceable
by a new wage enforcement bureau to curtail wage theft.

WEST

Secured passage of minimum wage increases in the cities of Mountain View and Sunnyvale to $10.30
per hour.
Attained passage of an ordinance in Los Angeles to prevent wage theft.
Won $185,000 for increased city staffing and $240,000 for community-based outreach to implement
and enforce Oakland’s minimum wage and paid sick leave protection ordinance.
Won a comprehensive living wage policy guaranteeing Santa Clara County’s subcontracted service
workers a $19.06 per hour wage with cost of living increases, earned sick leave, and incentives for
employer-paid health coverage.
Established a wage board that recommended New York State require large food franchises to pay
workers $15 per hour.
Increased the minimum wage in St. Louis to $11 per hour.

NATIONAL

Won passage of Connecticut Domestic Worker Bill of Rights.
Secured passage of legislation mandating sick days in Pittsburgh.
Secured passage of Oregon Domestic Worker Bill of Rights.
Won passage of the Promoting Healthy Families and Workplaces Ordinance in Philadelphia.
Raised the minimum wage for tipped workers in New York from $5 to $7.50 per hour.
Raised the minimum wage to $10.10 per hour over three years in Johnson County, Iowa.
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Policy Wins (cont’d)

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

SOUTH

Approved a permanent tariff for two new partner utilities in the East Kentucky Power
Cooperative System to participate in the How$martKY financing energy efficiency program.
Secured an office of sustainability and resiliency in Miami-Dade County that includes funding to study
the need for capital investment in infrastructure for climate resiliency.
Obtained settlement after five years of litigation regarding Clean Water Act violations that requires
Frasure Creek Mining to pay up to $6 million in fines.

SOUTHWEST

Defeated SB 665, which would have removed due process protections in water rights transfers and
increased water rights speculation by developers in New Mexico.
Obtained $3.2 million from EPA to install water filtration system to provide clean, safe water for colonia
residents of Tornillo, Texas.
Won passage of SB 112 in New Mexico to allow consideration of drought in assessing farmland for
purposes of taxation and keep farmland in high-risk areas from being developed.
Blocked the Santolina mega-development in Albuquerque from moving forward.
Protected $425,000 in funding for the Acequia and Community Ditch Education program in the New
Mexico state budget.
Won passage of AB 1071 to direct a percentage of penalty fines from environmental violations
into projects that benefit disadvantaged communities in California.

WEST

Secured passage of AB 1288 to mandate the appointment of two representatives from low-income
communities and communities of color to the California Air Resources Board to ensure frontline
community needs are taken into account in key climate solution decisions.
Achieved passage of AB 693 to commit $1 billion to installation of solar roofs on multi-family affordable
housing units that will direct energy savings back to renters and increase solar power for low-income
Californians.
Secured passage of SB 350 to promote renewable energy and the development of new greenhouse
gas reduction goals for California that will benefit disadvantaged communities.

NATIONAL

Attained passage of two “Right to Know” Toxic Exposure Bills in California: SB763 and SB328.
Revised the EPA’s Agricultural Worker Protection Standard to implement stronger practices
against pesticide exposure for agricultural workers, handlers and their families.
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Policy Wins (cont’d)

SOUTHWEST

FAIR LENDING
Blocked passage of HB 2611, which would have reintroduced payday loans in Arizona.
Won passage of an ordinance in Albuquerque to limit the location of predatory lenders to within a onemile radius of another similar business.

MIDWEST

FOOD SECURITY/ACCESS TO HEALTHY FOOD
Won passage of SB 1847 to increase the SNAP income limit in Illinois.
Received access from the city of Chicago to use three city-owned lots for urban agriculture.

SOUTH

Secured passage of Act 436 to provide funding for breakfast nutritional programs in Arkansas public
schools.
Secured agreement with four local governments in Florida to provide land for community gardens to
benefit farmworkers and other low-income families.

SOUTHWEST

Defeated passage of SB 1329 in Arizona, which would have put prohibitive limits on SNAP eligibility.

NATIONAL

Attained passage of the Healthy Food Financing Act to eradicate food deserts in rural and urban
communities in Alabama.

Blocked billions of dollars of cuts for SNAP and the Summer Food Service Program in the federal
budget.
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Policy Wins (cont’d)

SOUTH

Won passage of an ordinance banning the use of tobacco products in all parks in San Luis, Arizona.

WEST

Funded Medicaid expansion in Arkansas and preserved the private-option approach.

SOUTHWEST

HEALTH CARE

Defeated a proposed Los Angeles Housing Authority policy that would have banned cigarette smoking
and led to the eviction of hundreds in low-income public housing. Instead passed a plan that includes
a smoking cessation program.
Won passage of legislation to expand Medi-Cal to all low-income children under 19 years of age in
California.

SOUTH

MIDWEST

HOUSING
Changed the Chicago Housing Authority policy on Housing Choice vouchers, allocating 100
vouchers to youth and family housing providers who can house homeless clients instead of those
from a multi-year waitlist.
Secured passage of an ordinance by the Chicago City Council regulating the process by which
owners of Single Room Occupancy hotels can convert them to other uses.
Won passage of a tenant-led lawsuit against Miami slumlords that led to placing several buildings in
city receivership.

NATIONAL

WEST

SOUTHWEST

Boosted Workforce Housing Trust Fund in Albuquerque.
Blocked passage of SB 122 and SB 439, which would have allowed fast-track foreclosures without a
day in court for New Mexico homeowners.
Attained passage of a city council resolution for a comprehensive Renter Bill of Rights in Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
Achieved passage of a citywide rent control policy in Richmond, California.
New York Rent Guidelines Board passed a historic rent freeze for all rent-controlled apartments.
Secured passage of an appropriations bill to provide a two-year extension of the Mortgage Debt Relief
Act excluding from taxation the “phantom income” generated when all or a portion of a mortgage loan
is forgiven through foreclosure or loss mitigation.
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Policy Wins (cont’d)

MIDWEST

IMMIGRATION REFORM
Secured an Immigration Services budget line in the Illinois state budget.

Won passage of a resolution declaring Tuskegee, Alabama to be a Welcoming City, barring
discrimination based on race, ethnicity, national origin, or immigration status.

SOUTH

Secured passage of a Florida resolution supporting President Obama’s Executive Action on
immigration.
Attained passage by the Florida state legislature of a resolution supporting the National Cities for
Citizenship Initiative.
Secured passage of Tennessee SB 1012/HB 675 to allow permanent legal residents, who are
honorably discharged from the military, to be employed as police officers.
Won passage of a resolution urging Fulton County (GA) sheriffs to refrain from cooperating with
federal immigration authorities.

SOUTHWEST

Blocked Texas HB 1778, relating to the verification of the immigration status of an arrested person.
Blocked Texas HB 2912, relating to the determination of a resident status of students by public
institutions of higher education.
Secured passage of a new anti-profiling policy making Espanola, New Mexico a sanctuary city.
Achieved passage of a resolution to support a Santa Fe collaborative to provide subsidized
immigration legal services to 1,500 low-income DAPA/DACA eligible workers.

NATIONAL

WEST

Created a new position for a Director of Immigrant Integration within the California Governor’s office.
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Secured $15 million in the California state budget to assist immigrant families.
Ended 287(g) in Los Angeles, which previously placed immigration agents inside county jails to
determine whether inmates were eligible for deportation.
Extended Temporary Protected Status (TPS) for Ebola-affected countries Liberia, Sierra Leone, and
Guinea.
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Policy Wins (cont’d)

SOUTH

Changed East Point’s (GA) Police Standard Operating Procedures in regards to the treatment
of transgender individuals.

SOUTHWEST

LGBT RIGHTS

Won a lawsuit in Texas making it illegal to deny marriage licenses to same-sex couples.

NATIONAL

Added questions about sexual orientation and gender identity to the federal School Survey
on Crime and Safety.
Changed the federal National Crime Victimization Survey to include questions about sexual
orientation and gender identity.
Added “gender identity and sexual orientation” as a protected class to over sixty city policies and
ordinances in Durham, North Carolina.

WEST

SOUTHWEST

SOUTH

TRANSPORTATION
Funded several studies to explore the Clayton County (GA) transit expansion, increasing access
to local transportation.
Mitigated an automatic cut in Kentucky’s gas tax that would have reduced funding for infrastructure
and forced budget changes to pay for road maintenance and repair.
Convinced Texas Department of Transportation to not demolish the historic Lincoln Center building in
EL Paso and instead look for alternatives to building a new highway.
Achieved passage of Proposition 104 in Phoenix to fund a major public transportation expansion in
the city over the next 30 years.
Expanded free Municipal Railway (MUNI) transportation for youth to low and moderate income seniors
and people with disabilities in San Francisco.
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Policy Wins (cont’d)

SOUTH

MIDWEST

VOTING RIGHTS
Won passage of Election Day Registration in Illinois, allowing residents to register and vote
during the state’s early voting period or on Election Day.
Achieved passage of a resolution directing the Miami-Dade County mayor to conduct a feasibility
study and develop an implementation plan for a county ID program.
Secured passage of the fundamental Right to Vote resolution in the city of North Miami.

WEST

SOUTHWEST

Achieved passage of an online voter registration bill in Florida.
Defeated a proposed anti-union and voter suppression bill in the Arizona state legislature.
Secured passage of full online voter registration bill to increase New Mexicans’ access to the ballot
box.
Achieved passage of AB 1443 to codify the Language Accessibility Advisory Committee and ensure
that non-English speaking citizens in California are encouraged to vote and experience limited
obstacles to voting.

NATIONAL

Won passage of AB 1461 to create an easy, automated way to register to vote when obtaining a
driver’s license or state ID card at the California Department of Motor Vehicles.
Secured passage of a Municipal ID bill in Roselle, New Jersey.
Achieved passage of the country’s first automatic voter registration bill in Oregon.

MIDWEST

Established an Illinois policy to allow unaccompanied youth to apply for Medicaid, SNAP and
other public benefits without parent/guardian approval.

WEST

Secured passage of California AB 554, to expand the pool of potential bilingual poll workers by
allowing high school students who are legal permanent residents to participate in school poll-worker
programs.

NATIONAL

YOUTH ENGAGEMENT

Reauthorized Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act to prioritize providing resources to
opportunity youth.
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Policy Wins (cont’d)

Conclusion
Each year we make progress towards our goal of a

conditions to engage families and communities

family-led movement. This report on our activities

so they are energized to act on their own behalf.

and grantee outcomes in 2015 demonstrates that

This is dependent on strong and networked

organizations are using our support to strengthen

organizations and a base of constituents who have

their own infrastructure, along with the infrastructure

developed solid skills and a sense of their own

needed in communities for families to lead change.

power. Looking forward, we will continue to track

To Marguerite Casey Foundation, movement

and share our efforts toward achieving our vision

building is the long-term investment in nurturing the

of a more just and equitable for society for all.

To learn more about Marguerite Casey
Foundation and our approach to
movement building, please visit
WWW.CASEYGRANTS.ORG
1425 4th Avenue, Suite 900
Seattle, WA 98101
206.691.3134
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